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An Architecture of Possibilities: Enchantment in the built environment. 
 

Thesis Question: 

  

How can designed objects meaningfully engage their audience, fostering interaction both 

individually and as a collective audience?  

 

 

Abstract 

 

This paper is a study of audience engagement and the creation of meaning through designed 

objects. I explore design methodologies and the concept of the audience outside traditional 

architectural practice. I start with literary theory and how the relationship between author, text 

and audience creates meaning. I move on to the work of the great illusionists at the turn of the 

18th-19th centuries and their spectacular performances in which audience participation was an 

essential component. Finally I focus on contemporary interactive works of art that sit within the 

public realm turning the ordinary into the extraordinary and enchanting unsuspecting audiences. 

This research highlights the enormous potential of designed objects, and in the case of 

architecture, its influence over the wider built environment, and its power to act as catalysts for 

meaningful engagement. As technology increasingly compartmentalises and isolates our daily 

experiences there is an opportunity for the built environment to provide a vital role as the stage 

upon which a dynamic public audience act out their lives, building relationships between the 

individuals, and the people and places around them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





Introduction:

 Audience and Architecture



Figure 1: Victorian Terrace, Harrow Road, London.
    (Where I live).
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Introduction: Audience and Architecture 

 

 The built environment has enormous influence over the way we experience the city, and the way 

in which we interact, interpret and respond to the other people we share it with. Through 

personal engagement and collective experience it has enormous potential to enchant and delight 

us.  

 

 In this thesis I explore the relationship between creator, object and audience, looking for clues 

outside architectural discourse as to how the built environment might create meaningful 

engagement for its audience. This architectural audience comprises of the users of a building and 

also those who experience it at street level, no matter how fleetingly, as part of an urban fabric.   

 

 I believe that a lot of large scale contemporary architecture has been designed and built in a 

challenging situation. Since the 1950's real-estate has vastly increased in value, heavily influencing 

the final outcomes of many of these architectural projects. In London, buildings are now 

overwhelmingly built as investments, whereas pre-1950's they were functional but also often 

celebrations, a spectacle or testament to an individual, institution or government: St Pancras 

Station, Somerset House, St Paul’s Cathedral. Even the perfectly average Victorian Terrace I live 

in (see Fig.1) has idiosyncratic ornament, the date and the creator's initials. Current cost and time 

constraints in some instances are changing both the architecture created and the role of the 

architect themselves. This has been extensively discussed by authors such as Gevork Hartoonian 

in his book Architecture and Spectacle (2012), Rowan Moore in Why We Build (2013), and Hal Foster 

in The Art-Architecture Complex (2011). This can result in iconic, sculptural objects that are unable 

to adequately engage with their context and allow for meaningful engagement with their 

audience. In Society of the Spectacle (1967), Guy Debord described an environment consisting of 

such iconic sculptural objects, highlighting the changing relationship between the inhabitants of 

the modern city and ‘direct' experience mediated through hollow ‘spectacle'.  

 

 There is an increasing amount of academic debate about the future of modern cities and 

contemporary design. The work of Richard Sennett, Tim Ingold and Stephen Gage have been 

particularly useful for this thesis. Richard Sennett explores ‘open and closed design', the complex 

creation of identities and relationships within the city mediated through the built environment.   

Tim Ingold's book Making; Anthropology, Archaeology, Art and Architecture (2013) attempts to 

understand our relationship to objects, the creation of knowledge and the evolution of meaning. 
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He advocates process and experience over ‘finished' design. Stephen Gage, Professor at the 

Barlett School of Architecture, focuses on designing the unpredictable, an architecture of delight 

and possibilities. Gage advocates the use of technology to create a dynamic built environment, 

but also an architecture where the audience is "embedded within the design process"1 (see The 

Wonder of Trivial Machines (2006) and Constructing the User (2007). He argues architecture must aim 

to "transcend the reality of the predictable, creating the wonder and joy that is essential"2 for a 

rich urban fabric and subsequent existence.   

 

 However, this thesis really began in the reading of several books by the great illusionists of the 

19th century, in particular Our Magic (1911) by Nevil Maskelyne and David Devant. The way that 

magicians must consider their audience, at the heart of design is fascinating and draws close 

parallels to some of the challenges faced by architects in engaging their audience. The key to 

magic is that it relies on the audience as much as the magician, on the suspension of disbelief, on 

an active participation and imagination, and the creation of meaning by an audience both as an 

individual, and collectively. Maskelyne writes that "magic cannot exist without an audience, 

without which it is just bizarre choreographed movement… usually accompanied by an even 

more inexplicable collection of contraptions"3. Through deliberate control of the audience's 

attention, what Maskelyne calls “misdirection”, the magician leads the audience to experience the 

impossible, something magical. Analogously architecture is about directing an audience through 

design; to experience light in a certain way for instance, or orientate people effortlessly through 

space. The vital question for the designer is how far to extend this control over the audience. 

When does the architect's direction open up rich possibilities of engagement and enchantment 

and when does it create predictable and controlling outcomes, limiting a meaningful experience? 

In the same way that "a magician constructs a new, albeit temporary, reality that destabilises the 

old"4, the built environment has huge potential to change how we experience each other and the 

world around us. Through design and the creativity of an individual, magician or architect, the 

audience can experience the unexpected and astonishing, potentially permanently changing the 

way they see themselves, those around them, and the world they live in.  

 

 I have lived in London for 7 years, working in corporate architecture practices for two, an eye-

opening and fascinating experience. I have witnessed first-hand the ambition to create 

                                                 
1 Stephen Gage, Constructing the User. Sys. Res.24, Online: Wiley (2007), p.318. 
2 Stephen Gage, The Wonder of Trivial Machines. Sys. Res, Online: Wiley (2006), p.14. 
3 Nevil Maskelyne, Our Magic: The Art in Magic. London: Forgotten Books (1911).  
4 Gage, Constructing the User, p.319. 



Figure 2: The joy in the error. The enchanting power of  architecture. 
  (Stained glass window from my village church in Essex).

Puritans in the 17th century smashed many stained-glass windows across England. They worried that the 
captivating beauty of  the windows allowed individuals to develop their own interpretations and meanings of  
biblical stories. They believed written text was more direct and had less room for error.
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meaningful and engaging architecture within these offices, and for a variety of reasons many of 

the outcomes falling short of these aspirations. There is a sharp contrast between the wonderful 

and dynamic parts of the city, where architecture is a rich platform for urban life, and what 

happens when our urban fabric becomes prescriptive, safe, generic, indifferent to context and 

the people within it.  

 

 This thesis explores audience engagement through creation and design in areas outside 

traditional architectural practice. This provides clues as to how to design a meaningful built 

environment for an often-unknowable audience and examines ways in which the built 

environment can both delight and enchant. Chapter 1 looks to literary theory on the creation of 

meaning and the relationship between author, text, and reader, with the intention that this more 

straightforward, but equally ambiguous relationship, might in some way inform the complex 

connections between architect, building, and user. Chapter 2 explores the work of the great 

illusionists at the turn of the 18th-19th century. Through analysis of first-hand accounts and 

more recent academic texts I examine how these ‘spectacles' were able to captivate such an 

enormous and varied audience and, importantly, the wider cultural ramifications this may have 

had on society. Finally, Chapter 3 looks at two contemporary design interventions embedded 

within the public realm that span both art and architecture. Through conversations with their 

creators and critical analysis of the design strategies around audience engagement, I explore what 

might be learnt about the relationship between design and an accidental audience. How can 

designers create an architecture of possibilities and a meaningful urban experience? 

 

 London is one of the most vibrant and varied cities in the world, and its built environment is 

the stage upon which millions of people act out their lives. It is hoped that by exploring these 

unconventional, and perhaps extreme, versions of audience engagement there might be valuable 

considerations for architectural practice in general.  I believe the following chapters highlight the 

alienating influence of an overly prescriptive, controlling or even just monotonous built 

environment. But more importantly, they show the power of creating designs that allow space 

for the imagination and interpretation of the user. Architecture has the potential to shift the 

focus away from the author and embrace the imagination of the audience. The joy in the error 

(see Fig.2), in the uniquely personal responses, creating opportunities for meaningful engagement 

by individuals as part of a collective experience.    

 

 





Chapter 1:

 Meaning and
 Meaningful Engagement

Abstract:

 This chapter explores the creation of  
meaning and meaningful engagement between 
an object and its audience. Turning to literary 
theory I examine the relationship between 
author, text, and reader, with the intention that 
this more straightforward, but equally 
ambiguous relationship, might inform the 
complex connections between an architect, 
their building and its users.
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Chapter 1: Meaning and Meaningful Engagement 

 

Essays: 

The Death of the Author, (1967), Roland Barthes. 

  What is an Author? (1969), Michel Foucault. 

 

Introduction 

 

 The relationship between an architect, their buildings and its users is extremely complex and 

often highly ambiguous. As some contemporary architecture becomes increasingly prescriptive, 

and as Richard Sennett argues "modern buildings tend [towards] particularly definitive 

programmes”5 they often result in a sense of loss; the loss of possibility, the unexpected, and 

engagement by the architectural audience. As Sennett examines in The Sense of Touch (2018) 

"practicality comes at a price: loss of engagement with the object in a more testing, interrogatory 

form."6 Sennett suggest a design methodology could be based around the notion of open design 

(see Building and Dwelling: Ethics for the City (2018), a way of thinking that allows individual 

interpretation, even going as far as appropriation, creating architecture that can respond and 

change over time. However, to understand how an architect might do this it is important to first 

question how meaning is created, and by whom? How can an architect design in a way that 

allows buildings to adapt to the users’ needs, and those of the city long after they have ceased to 

be an active participant in its creation? It is here that I look to literary theory on where meaning 

is created. This introductory chapter explores two essays by Roland Barthes and Michel Foucault 

on the relationship between an author, a text and the reader. The relationship with the written 

word is arguably more linear, and simpler, than that generally found within architecture. Both 

essays provide an insight into the creation of meaning through a designed object, whether by an 

author and a reader or by an architect and the audience themselves.  

 

 Foucault and Barthes’ essays are intense debates about the theory of meaning, the validity of 

which has been questioned by many contemporary philosophers including Roger Scruton, Nom 

Chomsky, and Wolfgang Iser. However, their relevance to this thesis lies in the way in which 

they examine the significance of active engagement by the audience, reader or user in response to 

a designed object. This begins to explore how Sennett’s notion of ‘Open and Closed’ design 

                                                 
5 Richard Sennett, The Sense of Touch. (Manchester University Press, 2018), p.195. 
6 Ibid., p.195. 
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might be implemented, encouraging the creation of adaptive, open-ended architecture that 

allows the user to engage and inhabit buildings in their own way, especially as this changes over 

time. Alienation is the "estrangement of people from fundamental or intrinsic aspects of life."7 

There is nothing more fundamental than emotional, haptic, social and cultural engagement with 

our environment. What happens when we turn to engage with our surroundings, no matter how 

unconsciously, and find it “closed”; controlled, contrived and devoid of meaning? 

 

 

The Creation of Meaning 

 A creator, an object, and their audience.  

 

 In Death of the Author (1967), Roland Barthes argues that the traditional method of literary 

criticism, where an author's biography and context are seen as vital to understanding the text, is 

an incorrect, and fundamentally damaging way of reading, experiencing and finding meaning 

within a specific piece of writing. Barthes argues that once a piece is written, writer and text are 

unrelated, but most importantly, and contentiously even today, that "all subsequent meaning is 

derived from the audience"8, the reader. "The image of literature to be found in contemporary 

culture is tyrannically centred on the author, his person, his history, his tastes, his passion."9 

Moving the focus away from the author, with an emphasis on the reader then allows for an 

open, deeply personal focus upon the text itself and what is being said, allowing almost limitless 

interpretations.  

 

 The creation of meaning in objects, text, art and building has shifted throughout history. 

However, for much of the past it was believed that objects contained inherent meaning. Notably 

in Western culture, the Bible, believed to contain the word of God, was so ripe with meaning 

that it is still formally sworn upon in court before people give evidence to this day. Barthes 

questions whether a text "consists of a line of words, releasing ‘theological' meaning”. He argues 

instead that it is “a space of many dimensions… the true locus of writing [being] in reading."10  

 

 Historically objects were considered to contain inherent meaning, ‘exotic objects' were 

considered transparent; they acted as windows into the cultures from which they originated. But 

                                                 
7 Antony Flew, A Dictionary of Philosophy. Alienation. (St. Martin’s Griffin, 1984), p.10. 
8 Roland Barthes, The Death of the Author. (New York: Hill and Wang, 1977), p.2. 
9 Ibid., p.2. 
10 Ibid., p.4. 
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in the 20th century people began to question this ‘objectivity of objects' and their ability to 

transfer objective meaning to the audience, it was argued instead that it might be the viewer 

creating their own individual meaning in response to interaction with these objects.  

Psychoanalysts such as Freud, Jung and Bandura, interrogated the origin of meaning and 

consciousness extensively. Meaning began to take on an ethereal nature: Objects certainly 

conjured up sensory images relating to colours, sounds, feelings, flavours and smells, but 

increasingly meaning seemed to be intrinsically personal and uncontrollable, a reflex based upon 

these sensory images, whether relating to the self, history or culture. They began to question 

whether these sensory images, and the objects that provoked them, might not be the source of 

meaning at all, but rather its spark. This reasoning suggests that the individual creates and 

experiences unique and spontaneous ‘sensory images'. Meaning is created by the audience, the 

user, the reader. Perhaps as Barthes suggests "language is neither an instrument nor a vehicle: it 

is a structure"11 upon which we piece together our own meaning. 

  

 Where Barthes calls for the death of the author, and the destruction of “tyranny”, Foucault 

questions the legitimacy of the author altogether, implying that there is no need to kill the 

author, “the creator of meaning”, for he is already dead or at least “decentred”. The author 

claims Foucault, is a (relatively) new cultural construct, only recently "attaining mythological, 

heroic status," deriving from the necessity to hold thoughts, and ‘radical' ideas to account. In 

effect to find the source of meaning; you cannot punish an idea. "texts, books, and discourse 

really began to have authors [when] authors became subject to punishment… discourse was not 

originally a product, a kind of goods; it was an act – an act placed in the bipolar field of the 

sacred and profane, the licit and the illicit, the religious and the blasphemous."12 

 

In this way both authors point to the vital role of the audience, reader, or user, not just of text, 

but of art, theatre and architecture, "every text [or meaning] is eternally written here and now."13 

Barthes and Foucault present an extreme audience-centric theory on the creation of meaning. In 

The Reading Process: A Phenomenological Approach (1972) Wolfgang Iser suggests instead that the act 

of reading is a mutual construction of meaning, a dialogue between all aspects of the text, 

including the reader’s context. In this regard context can enrich a text, and create more personal 

and vivid ‘sensory imagery'. However, the relevance today of Barthes and Foucault’s argument, 

particularly to architecture, due to the complicated processes involved in delivering a building, is 

                                                 
11 Barthes. The Death of the Author, p.3. 
12 Michel Foucault. What is an author? Trans. Robert Hurley. (New York: New York Press 1969), p.212. 
13 Barthes. The Death of the Author, p.4. 



Figure 3: Goethe’s Colour Theory, Meaning and Personal Perception.

“in an instant he sees a dash of  violet… the opposite of  yellow… it seemed 
just as real, and yet he knew it wasn’t real, it came from inside his mind. 
 This lead him to wonder… maybe colour isn’t about the external 
universe, maybe our perception of  colour begins in the world, but maybe it is 
finished inside the mind. 
 A scientist can say that colour has an objective reality. But the 
colours we see are tricks of  the imagination, and there is no perfectly 
objective view of  colour… each is individual… to us.”

  Goethe, Theory of  Colours, 1810.
 (from Radiolab Podcast Season 10. Episode 13: Colours, 2012.)
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that meaning, engagement, and wonder is derived from the audience themselves. In the same 

way that Goethe questioned the objectivity of colour (see Fig.3)14, the Structuralists argued that 

all ideas are defined by reference to each other, creating webs that catch meaning, that roughly 

mean the same things to most of us but never exactly. I believe this individuality, the unique and 

dynamic response that both Barthes and Foucault thought so dangerously overlooked by society, 

is just as essential today.  

 

 The audience must be given the possibility and the stimuli to conjure ‘sensory images'. They 

need to be able to engage with an object, text, sculpture or building, and have the freedom to 

create meaning; a unique understanding and experience for themselves. This does not diminish 

the role of the author/architect but is a balance between control and the creation of possibility, 

providing an opportunity to embrace potentially infinite and unknowable outcomes.  

 

 

Meaningful Engagement 

  With a space, a place and the people around you. 

 

 There are important similarities in the way in which meaning is extracted from a text and a piece 

of architecture. Both are created by individuals and yet may long outlive their designers, patrons, 

audience or even the society for which they were created. Throughout What is an Author? (1969) 

Foucault interrogates the notion that "our culture has metamorphosed this idea of narrative, or 

writing, [or creating], as something designed to ward off death."15 In Making Tim Ingold explores 

this immortality narrative in detail. He questions how much reality there is behind this narrative 

pointing out that architecture is a design process that deals with many individuals over variable 

lengths of time, within a built environment that forms the stage upon which people play out 

their own lives. The creation of a building does not end once it is built, in fact it is really only the 

beginning. Architecture must never be considered a finished or complete object, but instead be 

designed with the intention of embracing the possibility of change and evolution. There exist 

"countless edifices, intended by their architects to seal their immortality."16 Most are unsuccessful 

(see Fig.4).   

 

                                                 
14 Goethe; Theory of Colours 1810 from Radiolab Podcast Season 10. Episode 13: Colours (2012). 
15 Foucault. What is an author? p.206. 
16 Tim Ingold. Making: Anthropology, Archaeology, Art and Architecture. (Abingdon: Routledge, 2013), p.78    



Ozymandias, Percy Shelley. 1818.
 (highlighting the impermanence 
   of  architecture).

I met a traveller from an antique land,
Who said—“Two vast and trunkless legs of  stone
Stand in the desert. . . . Near them, on the sand,
Half  sunk a shattered visage lies, whose frown,
And wrinkled lip, and sneer of  cold command,
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read
Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things,
The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed;
And on the pedestal, these words appear:
My name is Ozymandias, King of  Kings;
Look on my Works, ye Mighty, and despair!
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of  that colossal Wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away.”

Figure 4.
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 Architecture is also "a space of many dimensions"17 often spanning many years, engaging with 

unknowable individuals, and constantly shifting its meaning and uses for those who engage with 

it, good architecture evolves. This means that, as Ingold argues throughout Making; "the 

emphasis must be on the emergence and becoming, not so much on finished forms."18 As will be 

explored in the following chapters to create the possibility of meaningful engagement designers 

carefully consider to what extent they maintain their control over the audience, "designing for an 

architecture of inquiry".19 This position is called into question in contemporary architecture by 

Richard Sennett's analysis of modern British town planning, which he says is “bent on massive 

control and regulation of the urban fabric"20. This is in stark contrast to the construction of 

medieval cathedrals explored by Ingold, that were "hundreds of years in the making and are still 

in the process of becoming". Just as Foucault questions the inherent position of the author, 

Ingold argues that most cathedrals were not the creation of an individual, they were not 

preconceived and finite, in the way that we understand many architectural projects today. 

"Medieval cathedral builders could not and did not prescribe their practice in every detail, but 

instead allowed scope for action to be precisely fine-tuned in relation to the exigencies of the 

situation at hand.”21 (see Fig.5). 

 

 From this position it seems apparent that architecture must not be conceived as a monologue, a 

single voice ring-fenced by signage, barriers, and even security guards, but as a dialogue. Socially 

successful architecture is always conversational architecture, the opposite of Marc Augé's non-

place described in Non-Place; an Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity (1992), where people 

remain anonymous, lacking any possibility of engagement and enrichment. The conversation is 

not between the user and the architect it is between the object, the people that are interacting 

with it, internal and external activity, the weather, and everything that makes up the unique 

experience that might conjure meaning for the individual.  

 

 

------------- 

 

 

                                                 
17 Barthes. The Death of the Author, p.4. 
18 Eve Hooper, JCA Book Review: Making by Tim Ingold. (Online: Journal of Contemporary Archaeology, 2016). 
19 Ingold. Making: Anthropology, Archaeology, Art and Architecture. 
20 Sennett, The Sense of Touch, p.198. 
21 Ingold. Making: Anthropology, Archaeology, Art and Architecture, p.56. 



Figure 5: Canterbury Cathedral.
Its current design was started in 1174 after a fire. 
Looking like its still under construction today. 
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 Architecture acquires an almost limitless potential by actively engaging in the notion that it is the 

users that create their own meaning when experiencing the built environment. In line with 

Barthes’ assertion that current theoretical interpretation imposes "a limit on the text", audience 

participation makes it limitless.  

 

 Just as Barthes argued of a text, a building's meaning lies not so much "in its origins [or its 

creator], but in its destination,"22 its audience. As long as the designer has primed the situation 

with enough complexity, enough layers and enough freedom, the audience have the possibility to 

create unexpected and deeply engaging meaning and delight. Up until the moment the building is 

opened to the city, it is the architect's role, and duty, to create these possibilities of engagement, 

meaning and enchantment, waiting to be discovered. 

 

 In the following two chapters I look for clues for how an architecture of possibilities might be 

achieved by analysing significant historical and contemporary examples of audience engagement 

through design. How did certain creations cause such powerful emotive experiences? In what 

ways have designers attempted to delight their audience by designing a situation filled with 

possibility? And what are the wider consequences for the built environment?   

 

 

                                                 
22 Barthes. The Death of the Author, p.6. 
 





Chapter 2:

 The Audience Takes
 Centre Stage

Abstract:

 By analysing the spectacular work of  
the great illusionists at the turn of  the 18th-
19th Century, most notably the Phantasmagoria 
and the Panorama, what might be learnt about 
re-engaging the modern architectural audience?
 Both examples are considered turning 
points in mass culture, presenting science and 
spectacle to a huge and varied collective 
audience. I believe both inventions reveal 
fascinating incites on the creation of  shared 
experience and meaningful engagement.
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Chapter 2: The Audience Takes Centre Stage 

 

Case Studies: 

 The Phantasmagoria, Etienne-Gaspard Robert (1793). 

The Panorama Rotunda, Robert Barker (1789). 

 

Introduction 

 In this chapter I attempt a redemptive history of two historical mass cultural phenomena that 

captivated thousands of people at the turn of the 18th-19th century, the Phantasmagoria and the 

Panorama. Both are examples of “architecture founded on illusion that have the concept of the 

audience embedded within them.”23 By analysing what made them so enthralling, and the social 

ramifications they had on society at large, I identify their potential relevance to architectural 

practice today.  

 

 Firstly I analyse their use of illusion to enable the spectators to engage with the space, and the 

audience around them in a new and provocative way. The experience had the potential to remain 

with the audience long after the performance itself. Careful consideration of the relationship 

between the individual, the object and the other spectators created a heightened sensory 

experience: The theatre was enhanced and completed by the audience. This highlights an 

important contrast to a lot of technological experiences today, there is a tendency for 

headphones and goggles, by their very nature, to blinker the outside world. If we look back at 

the astonishing examples of technological innovation and design creativity in the 19th century we 

see the use of technology opening up these experiences as a collective immersion, shared ‘virtual 

reality’. Both anticipated cinema and its audience involvement and engagement, but the co-

creation of meaning was quite different and highly relevant to that of an architectural audience 

today. Cinema excludes the audience from the frame, the Phantasmagoria and Panorama places 

them at the very centre. Finally I look at the social ramifications that these inventions had on the 

concept of the audience and reality and art: What and who it was for. Unlike the theatre or opera, 

the Phantasmagoria and Panoramas burst onto the scene without the gradual evolution of 

traditions, social hierarchies and ceremony. For one shilling the King and Queen of England 

shared the same experience “as a chambermaid”24. Despite the often-negative connotations of 

                                                 
23 Gage, Constructing the User, p.318. 
24 Markman Ellis, Spectacles within doors: Panoramas of London in the 1790s. (Romanticism, Vol.14 Issue 2, 2008), p.141. 
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mass culture or mass media it was due to these phenomena that an audience from every walk of 

life, shared and experienced a spectacle equally. The Phantasmagorias and Panoramas of London 

were the first egalitarian public experiences to have existed in the rigid Georgian society.  

  

“there is enormous power that resides in the ephemeral event, an altogether normal place in the 

city, for a brief moment in time, can become somewhere special.”25 

 

 

Case Study 1: 

 The Phantasmagoria, Etienne-Gaspard Robert (1793). 

 

Introduction 

 “I will not show you ghosts, because there are no such things; but I will produce before you 

enactments and images, which are imagined to be ghosts, in the dreams of the imagination or in 

the falsehoods of charlatans. I am neither priest nor magician. I do not wish to deceive you; but I 

will astonish you.” 

The introduction to the opening of the first Phantasmagoria in Paris in 1793. 

 

------------- 

 

 The Phantasmagoria was an extremely popular theatrical spectacle in which a series of 

‘phantoms’; ghosts and demons as well as famous figures and creatures were projected onto 

walls, transparent screens or, most dramatically, smoke by a magic lantern. Perfected by Etienne-

Gaspard Robert at the turn of the 18th-century, the demonstrations involved careful use of light, 

and more importantly darkness, eerie sounds and settings, to produce spectacular and often 

terrifying illusions. (see Fig.6+7).  “The effect was electrical, and scarcely to be imagined from 

the effect of a written description… the hysterical screams of ladies”26 and possibly a few men.  

 

                                                 
25 Rob Kronenburg: Ephemeral Cities. https://robkronenburg.com/2016/09/16/ephemeral-cities/ 
26 Peter Otto, Phantasmagoria, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), p.6.  



 Figures 6+7: Two contemporary illustrations of  Robert’s Phantasmagoria.
(taken from Terry Castle, Phantasmagoria: Spectral 
Technology and the Metamorphosis of  Modern Reverie. 1988.)
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The Phantasmagoria later developed strong negative connotations, condemned by Karl Marx, 

Theodor Adorno and Walter Benjamin27as a powerful metaphor for the way “capitalist 

deception” enthralled “the masses”, and its “dependence on a gap between what one saw and 

what one believed, dividing sensual experience from rational judgment.”28 Recent analysis by 

Terry Castle, Stanford University, in Phantasmagoria: Spectral Technologies (1988) and Peter Otto, 

University of Melbourne, in Multiplying Worlds; Romanticism, Modernity, and the Emergence of Virtual 

Reality (2011) has re-examined contemporary audience responses and the wider reasons behind 

why the Phantasmagoria created such powerful audience engagement and wonder. 

 

Audience Engagement 

 The overwhelming success of the Phantasmagoria lay in the ambiguous relationship between the 

world of science and the rapidly retreating world of mysticism, sitting precariously on the 

“threshold between science and superstition, between Enlightenment and Romanticism.”29 As 

Professor Tom Gunning explores in Illusion Past and Future (2004) the Phantasmagoria operated 

“within the peculiarly modern space where the unbelievable” or impossible was made manifest 

through technology. 

 

 Gunning examines how the audience experience was heightened and a narrative was laid out, 

presenting “science as a succession of wonders and surprises” whilst at the same time 

demonstrating the malleability of perception and the senses: “the way human beings could be 

made to question whether what they saw and heard actually was what is seemed to be.”30 

Coupled with complete darkness, a new experience for theatre audiences, and careful and sudden 

illumination of the space and the fellow audience members, “spectators experienced a 

remarkable oscillation between passive impression and active construction by the imagination.”31 

The spectacle created a level of ambiguity – that in many ways the Gothic novel was attempting 

at the same time – providing the audience space to create their own interpretation, their own 

meaning, and more often than not their own terror: “the novel effect truly shook the audience, 

                                                 
27 See Walter Benjamin’s Phantasmagoria by Margaret Cohen (1989) and In Search of Wagner (1991) by Theodor Adorno. 
Trans. Rodney Livingstone. 
28 Tom Gunning, Illusions Past and Future: The Phantasmagoria and its Spectators. (University of Chicago, 2004), p.5. 
29 Phantasmagoria: Quotidian Banality. https://quotidianbanality.wordpress.com/2007/07/19/phantasmagoria/ 
30 Gunning, Illusions Past and Future: The Phantasmagoria and its Spectators, p.3. 
31 Otto, Phantasmagoria, p.7. 



 Figures 8: An artists impression of  the Phantasmagoria illusion, 1803.
(Taken from Terry Castle, Phantasmagoria: Spectral 
Technology and the Metamorphosis of  Modern Reverie. 1988.)
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reportedly causing women to faint and men to rise, striking out with their canes against the 

apparently threatening phantoms.”32 

 

 Through carefully incorporating the audience into the spectacle, Robert primed it to be filled by 

the darkest depths of the individuals’ imagination, heightened by the setting and the reactions of 

their fellow spectators. Like our Palaeolithic ancestors who watched the aurochs, horses and deer 

come alive in the flicker of flame on cave walls, the Georgian audience added their own 

imagination to the layered reality conjured up before their eyes, (see Fig.8).  

“Soon a woman became visible, with breasts uncovered and floating hair,  

gazing upon her young ‘friend’ with a melancholy smile. 

A grave man, seated next to me, cried out, raising his hand to his brow: 

“Good heavens! I think that’s my wife!” 

And ran out, not believing it a phantom anymore.”33 

  (from an account by Armand Poultier, L’Ami des Lous, 1798.) 

 

 

Wider Consequences 

 Castle and Otto argue that the Phantasmagoria fundamentally changed the way people 

understood perception and the creation of meaning, that it was the individual who pieced to 

together interpretations: “A thousand different spectres seen by the same audience… the dead 

King Louis, Voltaire, the ghost of their own mother… floating in the air above them.”34 This 

individual perception was made even more evident by the dynamic focus on the audience, a 

collective experience of individual interpretations. Almost as powerfully as the Panorama this 

experience of the collective and yet deeply personal among such socially diverse audiences had a 

powerful impact on their empathy and understanding of themselves, of each other, and of the 

world, as it appeared and as it might be.  

 

                                                 
32 Gunning, Illusions Past and Future: The Phantasmagoria and its Spectators, p.4. 
33 Castle, Phantasmagoria: Spectral Technology and the Metamorphosis of Modern Reverie, p.35. 
34 Otto, Phantasmagoria, p.9. 
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 Those who argue that the Phantasmagoria were purely cheap “deception, working directly upon 

its spectators, limiting their viewpoint [and] controlling their perception”35 have ignored “that 

demystification formed an essential part of the original spectacle.”36 To Robert and others this was 

astounding and wondrous science, however gimcrack, contrived and artificial behind the scenes, 

like Derren Brown’s pseudo-psychological patter, it culminated in a spectacle that made people 

question the objectivity of perception and reality. It aimed to teach rather than delude, engage, 

titillate, and enthral for no more than a shilling. Castle explains that “the phantasmagoria 

destabilized the ordinary boundaries between inside and outside, mind and world, illusion and 

reality...”37 an affect that remained with the audience long after the spectacle was over.  

 

 In contrast to Marx’s mass cultural deception metaphor, the Phantasmagoria can be seen as a 

“deeply sensual art, certainly evocative of dreams and illusions, but which does not attempt to 

found a new religion, or support an old mythology. Simultaneously popular in its address and 

abstract in its forms”, it allowed a newly developing audience to engage in their own and 

meaningful way, with an extraordinary spectacle resulting in moments of both horror and 

hilarity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
35 Gunning, Illusions Past and Future: The Phantasmagoria and its Spectators, p.4. 
36 Ibid., p.4. 
37 Castle, Phantasmagoria: Spectral Technology and the Metamorphosis of Modern Reverie, p.50. 



 Figures 9 + 10: An advertisement for the Panorama, Leicester Square, London: 
showing the battle of  Trafalgar. 
Coloured engraving by Lane, after H. A. Barker, 1806.
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Case Study 2: 

The Panorama Rotunda, Robert Barker (1789). 

 

Introduction 

“To perfect an entire view of any country or situation, as it appears to an observer 

turning quite round; to produce which effect, the painter or drawer must fix his station, and 

delineate correctly and connectedly every object which presents itself to his view as he turn 

round, concluding his drawing by a connection with where he began.” 

      from Barkers patent application in 1787.  

 

------------- 

 

 The Panorama was an immersive, 360-degree painting; usually of a landscape, battle or historical 

moment, Vesuvius erupting for example, contained within a purpose-built Rotunda (see 

Fig.9+10). It gained enormous popularity and some contempt, condemned by several Romantic 

Poets and contemporary critics for its “ape-like” attempt at “the sublime” (Wordsworth, 1793) 

and its ‘mass-cultural draw’; “a mere deception to attract the rabble”38 (Hester Piozzi; British 

Synonym, 1794). 

 

 Patented by Scottish portrait painter Robert Barker in 1787, it was a new method of ‘displaying 

landscape images’ rather than a ‘new kind of image itself’. “Barkers innovation was rather in the 

viewers interface with the image. [He] did not take the picture out of the frame, rather he “was 

making the frame large enough to include the spectator as well.”39 Despite its critics the 

Panorama played a powerful role in shaping contemporary opinion on who and what art was for. 

It questioned perception and reality in similar ways to the Phantasmagoria. On a far larger scale it 

brought together audiences from multifarious backgrounds, sharing in a “Pandora’s box of 

enchantment and wonder.” 

                                                 
38 Ellis, Spectacles within doors: Panoramas of London in the 1790s, p.142. 
39 Lily Ford, Unlimiting the Bounds: The Panorama and the Balloon View.(Online: The Public Domain Review, 2016). 



Figure 11: Bird’s Eye View showing the several of  the audience viewing decks. 
From the Staircase & the Upper Part of  the Pavilion in the Colosseum,
Regent’s Park, 1829 by Rudolph Ackermann.
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“the panorama was a machine for disillusionment, a spectacle of illusion clarified. It was the 

Enlightenment, open every day, Sunday excepted, for a shilling40.” 

         

Audience Engagement 

 It was the immersive power  of the Panorama that so captivated the diverse audiences, in many 

ways similar to that of the Phantasmagoria: “imitation had become simulation!”41 “The 

panorama extended the domain of imitation from things in themselves to the field of vision in 

which those things appeared: “Vesuvius in full roar”, as Pyne remarked, was now erupting in 

London, “within a hundred yards of a hackney coach stand with all its cattle, human and bestial, 

unmoved by the phenomenon.”42. And unlike many of the entertainments of the day, the 

Panorama required “no level of education to enjoy the spectacle it offered.”43 Due to its low cost 

and completely novel experience, people from all levels of society “flocked to the Rotundas.”44 

Despite Wordsworth’s disdain for its “attempt at the sublime”45 for many who would never have 

the opportunity to travel abroad it brought far off lands, long past historical moments and great 

battles, both land and sea, to a small square in London. Encased in a box was a different world, 

not confined to those who went on a Grand Tour, but open to anyone and everyone, as long as 

they had a shilling.  

 

 To maximise the illusion the Rotundas were carefully designed “staging strategies” (see Fig.11). 

Heightening the effect, or “clearing the mind” as Barker described it, by funnelling the audience 

through long dark corridors, emerging abruptly onto the floodlit deck of a fighting-ship in mid 

battle, or the basket of a balloon drifting over Paris, or at the top of a towering campanile in the 

bustling heart of Venice, “this was a new and fantastic kind of virtual travel.”46 And despite this 

meticulously orchestrated audience direction, the Panorama maintained a gentle hold on its 

spectators. The distance from the painting abstracted the artist, previously the overwhelming 

source of meaning and interest behind an artwork, and combined with an intense relationship 

                                                 
40 Ellis, Spectacles within doors: Panoramas of London in the 1790s, p.144. When first opened in Leicester Square the 
Panorama cost 3 shillings, roughly £7.50 today and considered “quite expensive”, but after a few months it was 
reduced to 1 shilling, opening the floodgates to what was soon to become ‘a mass cultural phenomenon’.   
41 Otto, Phantasmagoria, p.8. 
42 Ibid, p.8. 
43 Ellis, Spectacles within doors: Panoramas of London in the 1790s, p.142. 
44 Sophie Thomas, Making Visible: The Diorama. (Online, 2005) 
45 Jennifer Jones, Absorbing Hesitation: Wordsworth and the Theory of the Panorama. (Studies in Romanticism. 45:3, Boston 
University, 2006) 
46 Ellis, Spectacles within doors: Panoramas of London in the 1790s, p.135. 
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with the other equally astonished audience members, created a powerful emotional experience: 

“the panorama inaugurated a mode of vision that was more subjective and self-reflexive than 

anything that had come before. In which the beholder described not so much what was there in 

the image, but what they saw there, and what it looked and felt like to them as an individual.”47  

 It was a shared virtual experience, “to which the senses yield, and before which the imagination 

lies captive”48 Heightened by people actually being seasick over the gunwale of the deck, or 

experiencing vertigo in the basket of the balloon.    

 

Wider Consequences 

 Ellis and Otto argued that the Panorama and the Rotunda that housed it was in many ways a 

cultural ‘Pandora’s Box’ that once opened changed the public’s perception of art, society, and 

their place within it forever. Contemporary criticism from Jeremy Bentham, Piozzo, and William 

Wordsworth and more recent critics like Bernard Comment (Panorama, 2002) claimed that that 

Panoramas were nothing more than an illusion “that gave the masses… a sense of organization 

and control” … “detaching audiences from the scene they viewed, replacing reality, and 

encouraging them to watch the world rather than experience it.”49 There is no doubt however 

that Panoramas fostered a new type of audience. As “numerous connoisseurs noted, the 

Panorama experience was not one that required refined taste or education to feel. As they 

observed; women, the lower orders and even animals experienced the same way as those of a 

refined, educated taste.”50 It became an artwork for everyone in the city to enjoy years before the 

first public art gallery opened in London51.  

 

 Like the Phantasmagoria, and the invention of the hot-air-balloon in 1783, the Panorama 

brought a wholly new way of looking at the world to a diverse audience. As Dr Lily Ford from 

Birkbeck University explores in Unlimiting the Bounds (2010), “an important shift had occurred… 

The Panorama and the balloon disrupted the previously rigid interface between spectators and 

their surroundings by dissolving the frame of representation and bringing possibility to the 

viewing audience.” But more than that, they instilled a questioning of reality vs illusion, and 

                                                 
47 Ford, Unlimiting the Bounds: The Panorama and the Balloon View. 
48 Thomas, Making Visible: The Diorama, p.15. 
49 Bernard Comment, The Painted Panorama. (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc, 1999), p.19. 
50 Ellis, Spectacles within doors: Panoramas of London in the 1790s, p.142. 
51 Dulwich Picture House in 1817; “a hundred mouldy portraits among apostles, sibyls, and Kings of England.” 
Horace Walpole’s disappointment after going to the first public gallery.  
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differences, and similarities, between people, made evident through emotionally intense shared 

experience. The hot-air-balloon is considered an icon of disruptive technology and its 

democratizing power52 but the Panorama delivered a similar concept to a far large audience: 

“before 1836, a total of 313 people had ascended a balloon in England [at vast cost], in contrast 

the Colosseum Panorama in London received more than twice that number a day.”53 

 

 Finally, the Panorama captured the power of directing the audience lightly, asking nothing from 

them “other than to be amazed”. Through a level of ambiguity they created a spectacle that 

allowed for the possibility of meaning for and between a diverse and enormous audience. 

“Panoramas were an ephemeral art and their success was not so much in creating a lasting body 

of work, but perhaps in the creating of a new public for art, and a new concept of what art could 

be and who it could be for. 

 One lasting legacy is of course how often we use the term panorama today.” 

     Museum of London; Panoramania Exhibition, 1988.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
52 Michael Lynn, The Sublime Invention: Ballooning in Europe 1783-1820, (2010). 
 A factor that lead to the French Revolution and the toppling of the Ancien Régime in 1789. There was no ‘king’s 
stand or royal box when viewing a balloon, all were equal under the hot-air-balloon.  
53 Lily Ford, Unlimiting the Bounds: The Panorama and the Balloon View, (2016). 
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------------- 

 

These two historical and artistic innovations harnessed the power of truly engaging an audience 

irrespective of education, wealth and status. Their particular relevance to architectural practice 

today is that both experiences were created by individuals who were determined to deliver shared 

meaning and wonder to mass audiences. By applying technology, carefully priming the situation 

with “a level of vagueness and ambiguity” and focusing on engaging the audience not only with 

the spectacle but also with each other, they entertained, educated and enchanted hundreds of 

people a day, year after year.  

 

 Unlike architecture in the built environment they did not deal with an accidental audience, 

something that will be addressed in the next chapter, but they did captivate every element of 

society from rich to poor, educated to uneducated, and even a dog. They allowed the audience to 

experience first-hand the illusory nature of perception and create their own meaning and 

personal interpretations. It was not about the creators: Who has ever heard of either of them? It 

was about how they made people feel. 

 

 They reopened the world to enchantment, ghosts, and ‘sensibility’. Emerging at a time when the 

Enlightenment was in full flow. Newton had “ripped the poetry out of the rainbow by reducing 

it to a prism”54, and the ancient beliefs in the supernatural and mystical had been superseded by 

science.  

                                                 
54 Ripping the Rainbow a New One. (2012) Radiolab Podcast: http://www.radiolab.org/story/211178-rip-rainbow/ 
A toast by John Keats to William Wordsworth at a party: “confusion to the memory of Newton…because he 
destroyed the poetry of the rainbow by reducing it to a prism.” 
 





Chapter 3:

 An Architecture of
 Possibilities 

Abstract:

 By analysing the design methods behind 
two small-scale but tremendously successful, 
interactive public architectural interventions this 
essay aims to explore how a designer can create 
an architecture of  possibilities; proposals that 
open up the urban environment in exciting and 
unpredictable ways.  
 Furthermore, this chapter examines the 
concept of  the audience in the design process 
and the potential creation of  ‘meaning’ and 
‘meaningful engagement’ but the user.
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Chapter 3: An Architecture of Possibilities  

 

 “incomplete form… the engineering of the fragment.”55 

 

Case Studies: 

Shadowing, Chomko and Rosier (2014), conversation with Matt Rosier. 

Phantom Railings, Public Interventions (2012), conversation with Catalina Pollak. 

 

 

Introduction 

 In this chapter I analyse two small-scale, interactive public works of art that encapsulate 

‘meaningful engagement’. Both projects aim to create an architecture of possibilities; proposals 

that open up the urban environment in exciting and unpredictable ways. Holding their concept 

of the audience as lightly as possible in the hope of creating enjoyment.  

 

 In conversation with the designers behind each project I learnt how they were created, but also 

crucially, how deeply they took the potential audience into account. Where this is particularly 

relevant, in contrast to the previous two chapters, and something stressed by both designers in 

our conversations, is the concept of the ‘accidental audience’. A fundamental difference between 

these two installations, and architecture more broadly, and a piece of literature, an artwork in a 

gallery, a theatre production, the Phantasmagoria or the Panorama, is that the audience has not 

knowingly set out to engage with the creation. This has an enormous impact on how the 

designer must consider the audience: a challenge, but also an exciting possibility for the built 

environment to enchant and engage its users, both individually and collectively. 

  

Through conversation with both designers I was better able to understand the complex 

relationship between ‘creator’ and an ‘unknowable audience’, a relationship with the potential to 

enrich the urban fabric and deliver an architecture of possibilities.  Together we discussed the 

realities behind the notion of “open design systems [that] might create reactions between objects 

and people,” and how “such physical conditions [or creations] can prompt the unexpected 

encounter, or the chance discovery.”56  

  

                                                 
55 Sennett, The Open City, p.10. 
56 Sennett, The Open City, p.7. 
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 Both projects use technology to “open up the city”, in contrast to the often compartmentalising 

consequence of contemporary technologies such as ‘virtual reality’ as discussed in the last 

chapter. It was significant that the interventions in question were demanding a primary response 

from different senses, sound in the case of Phantom Railings, and light and shade in the case of 

Shadowing. The success of both projects lies in their ability to layer realities, using simple effects 

to make the ordinary ‘extraordinary’. Most strikingly they connect the passing audience to 

historical context; in Shadowing ‘immediate’ history, in Phantom Railings a ‘forgotten history’, and in 

so doing reveal something unexpected, create meaning and connections, but most of all they 

make people laugh.  

  

 Both projects confront “the difficult task of constructing an architecture of possibilities… urging us 

to transcend the reality of the predictable, and creating wonder and joy that is essential to 

architecture, through a dynamic relationship with context.”57 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
57 Gage, The Wonder of Trivial Machines, p.1. 



Figures 12, 13 + 14: Shadowing , Chomko and Rosier (2014). 
(Photos taken from Chomko and Rosier website.)
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Case Study 1: 

Shadowing, Chomko and Rosier (2014), conversation with Matt Rosier. 

 

Introduction 

 Shadowing is an interactive installation commission by Watershed Arts Group in 2014 in Bristol 

to “develop and explore imaginative ways to engage the inhabitants with their city”. Chomko 

and Rosier “is a studio that aims to bridge interactive design, architecture and art; creating 

projects that are embedded in the public realm.” (Rosier). 

 

 Shadowing consisted of taking familiar street ‘objects’, in this case the lamp post, and attempting 

to create something playful and unexpected and, just for a moment, break down the normality 

and familiarity of urban life. As a person walked under the lamp post their shadow was recorded 

by a camera, as another person walked through the same circle of light the previous walkers 

shadow would be projected, overlaying the present with the immediate past, seconds, minutes or 

hours later (See Fig.12.13.14). The project won several awards including Playable City Award 

(2014) and Active Public Space Award (2016).  

 

Inception 

 

 The aim of Shadowing was to create a ‘moment’, something unexpected and out of the ordinary 

using familiar objects in the city. As Rosier explained, it began with a question: “how did we want 

people to feel? This is the genesis, our own feelings and thoughts.” Using simple technology to 

‘open up the city’, how could the barrier of anonymity be broken down by an architectural 

intervention, creating the concept of a ‘familiar stranger’ through a shared, and fun or funny 

experience? 

  

“A clear starting point is that people are [quite reasonably] reluctant to perform… people do not 

want to be made a fool of, be humiliated in public, or get into conflict. This is vital to bear in 

mind when designing any interactive piece that sits in the public realm.” (Rosier). 

  

 The important point here is that an ‘unexpecting audience’ must be invited to participate with 

an object or each other, never coerced or tricked. The design intention was for ‘the perfect level 

of vagueness’, too controlling and people will not engage, too gentle and people will not notice 

in the bustle of the city. The designer must understand how far they want to take their position 
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of control. Shadowing offers an opportunity, an invitation to break the rules of the everyday, but 

nothing else. The audience can choose to become an active or passive spectator (Gage, 2007), 

but it is always a choice.  

 

The Concept of the Audience 

 

 Throughout our conversation Rosier made clear that if an ‘accidental audience’ is to engage with 

an installation, and by extension architecture in general, they must have freedom. They must be 

given possibilities: possible actions, individual outcomes, personal responses, out of which can 

come meaning.  

 

 “Interaction without interrogation”: In analysing the creation of unknowable outcomes a 

definition of architecture as opposed to art emerged. The aim of the intervention was to engineer 

an uncanny encounter with the city itself, the audience does not stop and start ‘the show’, the 

activity exists in and of itself. As an audience you overhear it, rather than cause it. This difference is 

subtle but important, and differs from Phantom Railings where there is a clear cause and effect. 

This design strategy was a way in which Shadowing could remove any sense of pressure on the 

passer by, their participation was, in theory, irrelevant. Such objects and experiences can dissolve 

social barriers, even momentarily: “the audience progresses into an instant community of 

audience members, whose membership is reinforced by shared experience, together and one to 

another… objects play an important mediating role.”58 

 

 As Sennett argues; “it might seem that the contrast between closed and open is just that of dull 

to creative. But nothing is so binary… once set in the context of a modern city, [open and 

closed] deviate from the idea of balance between closed guidance and open imagination. In 

modern cities the closed dominates over the open, and closed has become rigid in form… 

everywhere destroying informal, shifting, energising street life.”59 

 

 This project is the antithesis of the above statement. Rosier explained the conflict between the 

desire to make the audience experience every part of a design, understanding all the layers of 

meaning that are there to be found, and knowing that for an intervention in the public realm to 

succeed it must allow the audience to choose its own level of interaction or participation. “This 

                                                 
58 Pedro Manuel, Absent Audiences, p.73. 
59 Sennett. Open and Closed Design, p.1. 
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means they miss things you’re super proud of! But it also means that they create even more 

wonderful, or deeply personal interpretations and responses that could never have been 

designed.” (Rosier). People do not need to know all the answers, or know how it is done, or even 

why it is done to ‘feel’ something, this a key principle in magic, and should just as readily be 

applied to architecture and the design of the built environment:  

“if they don’t experience everything or understand everything, that is ok… more than ok, 

it allows people to create personal and unimaginable interpretations.” 

          (Rosier) 

 

Meaningful Engagement 

 

 Just as the historical designers in the previous chapter played on the emotional power of the 

mass audience, Rosier highlights the unique and temporal nature of shared experience. There is a 

tendency today, as we go through rapid technological advancements, to use technology to 

connect an audience with an art installation, historical monument, or museum. The concern is 

that, although informative, these ‘virtual technologies’ are often more ‘coercive’ than ‘immersive’. 

To be immersed, in water for example, is to have your experience and behaviour affected by 

your surroundings, but fundamentally still have control, by swimming, like having a dialogue 

rather than being lectured or wearing a coat rather than a straightjacket. Contemporary 

technology can often compartmentalise and individualise experience. It is scripted, timed, and 

allows little room for personal interpretation: “everyone is hearing and experiencing the same 

thing. Too often the focus is on the technology and not the environment, the people around 

you, or your own perception of the objects before you.” Furthermore, your experience is 

narrowed by the goggles, screen or headphones, and abstracts you from those around you and 

this is to miss an important opportunity: “there is an almost infinite, and unrepeatable experience 

an audience can have when in a group… we are social animals, and need to understand things as 

a group, to find shared meaning.” (Rosier).  

 

 To really engage with an audience the design of a space or object must create a conversation: 

setting up a dialogue between object, spectator and audience. An architecture of possibilities 

must be a proffered hand not a clenched fist if the desired outcome is a rich and personal 

creation of meaning, place and relationships between people and the built environment.  

 

 



Figures 15, 16 + 17: Phantom Railings , Public Interventions (2012). 
(Photos taken from Public Interventions website.)
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Case Study 2: 

Phantom Railings, Public Interventions (2012), conversation with Catalina Pollak. 

 

Introduction 

 

 Phantom Railings is an interactive installation created in 2012 by Public Interventions highlighting 

the absence of the traditional London railings from a Bloomsbury garden square. In World War 

Two most park railings were sequestered for “war scrap” to build tanks and ships, in effect 

‘democratising’ the private squares of London. Over the last 70 years almost all have been 

replaced, but not in this location.  

 

 Phantom Railings used motion sensors to trace the movement of pedestrians, and birds, cats and 

dogs, along this ‘invisible boundary’ and played back the sound of a stick running along these 

vanished railings in synchrony with the walker’s pace. “The idea of the Phantom Railings was to 

make people see something that wasn’t there.” To conjure up an invisible past. To open the 

audience’s eyes to the boundaries that define our city (see Fig.15.16.17).  

 

 I personally experienced this many times on my way to studio and was moved by its beauty and 

simplicity and the fleeting thrill it brought to an otherwise unremarkable daily commute.  

  

Inception: 

 

 In conversation with Catalina Pollak she explained that “architecture aims at being a solution to 

a problem… art is more often than not about asking pertinent questions, not about finding 

solutions. Art can be more overtly critical… This piece sits between the two, just as I think the 

hard boundaries of artist and architect should be eroded, so ‘art’ and ‘architecture’ are not such a 

useful categorization anymore.”  

 

 Phantom Railings started with the ambition to highlight the boundaries that exist in the city and 

bring them to the attention of the inhabitants. Pollak explained her design process begins with a 

problem or a question: “and as an individual, as a creator this is your freedom, this is your 

power.” From there a methodology is developed; how to solve the problem, or attempt to 

answer the question. In the case of the Phantom Railings it was using technology to create a 

dynamic interaction between passers-by and the absent railings. Her methodology focused 



Figures 18 + 19: Phantom Railings , showing a sensor and speaker. 
Bottom image showing printed score made by the passing public.  
(Photos taken from Public Interventions website.)
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around the notions of play, interaction and participation. In this way it is the methodology that 

begins to define the relationship between architect, object and audience: To what extent the 

designer maintains their position of authority throughout the process and experience. For the 

designer to make a truly engaging moment, context is key: “it is an inherent part of the story you 

are trying to tell. To connect the audience with a specific place or narrative, to be poignant but 

also fun.” In this way Phantom Railings was designed as “a nonlinear system… not random, in the 

sense of memoryless – history matters, only the path of historical determination was not clear or 

even predictable.”60 (See Fig. 18+19).  

 

The Concept of the Audience 

 

 Pollak discussed the power of the designer, often contentious, but similar to that of the great 

illusionists of the 18th century, the power of directing an audience, the power of “misdirection”. 

And like the illusionists she sees “directing” the audience as part of her professional duty. “You 

cannot take power out of the equation. There is an individual, the architect, with a position 

creating and imposing an idea, a concept on an audience who, in most cases, have not asked for 

it. And this is always important to remember… in that same space you could resolve conflicts or 

create them.” (Pollak). 

 

 Pollak was convinced that her roots outside of London, she is from Chile, allowed her to bring a 

new insight to the city, its boundaries, social interaction and cultural norms, and the audience 

within these boundaries. 

 

 Where Phantom Railings differed from Shadowing was in the awareness it was trying to provoke in 

its audience, an ambition at the core of the design. Like Rosier, Pollak stressed the importance of 

‘open design’, of creating an engaging experience that could create multiple layers of meaning; 

between people, the city and its history at the expense of clarity: “the project became about 

activating the pedestrian in a playful and non-confrontational way… creating random 

encounters, and taking real joy in the unpredictability of individuals.” 

 

 As with the notion of ‘the perfect level of vagueness’, Phantom Railings did not attempt to control 

the audience, however it did create a set of rules as ‘all environments do’. What was made clear is 

                                                 
60 Sennett, Open and Closed Design, p.2. 
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that the rigidity of these rules is variable. The designer can maintain control “all the way up to 

the finish line” or the control can be held very loosely, allowing the individuals using the space, 

or audience experiencing the piece, to engage with it in their own unique way: a relationship of 

trust between the designer and the audience. 

 

 “I believe it is through play and humour that the most successful and profound projects 

articulate the critical and the political. Play creates a set of new rules that are not the same as the 

ones that apply in the real world, and the capacity of laughter to break down boundaries should 

never be underestimated.”        (Pollak)  

 

 

Meaningful Engagement 

 

 “Being able to question the status quo is an important part of ‘citizenship’ in a democracy. It is 

not just about voting in political systems. But being conscious and questioning of the city that 

you live in.” (Pollak). Critical engagement is vital for a healthy city and healthy citizens. In the 

case of Phantom Railings, through illusion, the project makes the audience see the unseen, the 

historical and cultural layers of the city.  By using sound, it drew attention to a political question 

within the urban environment, but more importantly by layering the uncanny with the ordinary it 

brought otherwise separate people together through a shared and novel experience. An 

important factor in its success was that it “didn’t ask anything from anyone”. Where many 

interactive art pieces fail is that they ask too much of the accidental audience. As Pollak went on 

to explain, when you as a designer expect something from the audience you are instantly defining 

and limiting them to the type of person who seeks to actively engage. The less the built 

environment anticipates, predicts or demands the more exciting, astonishing, and the more 

meaningful it can be.  

“You’re not predicting or defining anything, you’re creating a platform, a stage, that is neither 

empty nor full, but open ended, allowing for individual appropriation and experience… That is 

the power of design and the built environment.”  

 

 What was successful about Phantom Railings was its overwhelming fun, its childish absurdity and 

strangeness. In an otherwise often boring routine, through the power of illusion, and the layering 

of realities the project allowed its audience to see this small corner of the world differently, just 

for a little while. 
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------------- 

 

 

“it has always been the case in architecture that there are those who have ‘knowledge’ leading those who don’t… 

but there are many different ways of leading people…” (Pollak) 

 

 Analysis of these two projects, and conversation with the two designers made clear that the 

creation of a rich, meaningful urban environment requires two things. 

  

 The first is a close connection with context, taking the ordinary and revealing the extraordinary. 

The contemporary urban environment is full of conventions; and as Gage argues “conventions 

are ways of dealing with the world, reducing unpredictability and making it less scary...” these 

two projects defy convention and the everyday. They ‘rupture the real’, the commonplace, and in 

its place create something truly enchanting.  

 

 The second is to hold the audience lightly. We have new tools and technologies that can open 

up the city and connect its individuals in previously unimaginable ways, but what both designers 

highlighted is the potential power and fragility of an architectural audience. The previous chapter 

examined Coleridge’s ‘Suspension of Disbelief’ by the audience in the creation of meaning. In 

the same text he explains how Wordsworth thought an individual could create the possibility of 

meaning for an audience: 

 

“Mr Wordsworth on the other hand was to propose himself as his object, to give the 

charm of novelty to things of the everyday, and to excite a feeling analogous to the supernatural 

by awakening the mind’s attention from the lethargy of custom, and directing it to the loveliness 

and the wonders of the world before us.” 

     Coleridge; Biographia Literaria. 1817. Chp.14  

 

 I believe this same sentiment applies to the creation of these two examples and many others, an 

opportunity to approach the built environment and those who experience it more playfully, even 

joyfully.  
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 In both cases there is a question of scalability and novelty, and both are extreme examples of 

audience engagement. However enchanting, if every pavement was a giant toy step piano would 

pedestrians ever get where they are going? When I questioned Pollak about the concept behind 

the project and its relevance to architectural practice more broadly she said “it is a question of 

scalability vs scale of impact. An intervention does not always have to be ‘huge’, or even 

repeatable to have extraordinary and meaningful social impacts.”  

 

 At the least these creations are charming moments that superficially connect strangers in the 

street. At best they “interrupt the interaction of [city] and audience, aiming to introduce a 

turbulence that makes the audience self-aware: of themselves, and of the surrounding reality.”61 

 

 

 

 

 

‘All environment is an extension of us. 

We can never escape the embrace of surroundings, 

Natural or artificial. 

This is the sensory and physical monastery  

We are living in and we must make the best of it 

To be able to enjoy the present.’ 

 

Frederick Kiesler, Magic and Architecture.  

Inside the Endless House, 1966. p.152 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
61 Pedro Manuel, Absent Audiences, p.76.  
 





Conclusion:

 Audience and Architecture
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Conclusion 

 

These examples reveal the potential for designed objects, and especially the built environment, to 

act as catalysts for meaningful engagement between individuals, their surroundings and the 

people within them. Crucially, they demonstrate the power of creating designs that allow space 

for the imagination and interpretation of the users. 

 

 As technology continues to isolate our daily experiences, architecture becomes an essential 

platform for meaningful shared experience, through chance encounter, the unpredictable or 

unexpected, and the connection between anonymous individuals who share the city.  

This thesis began by considering the relationship between the creator, the object and the 

audience, concluding that meaning is always created by the individual user, whether this 

interaction is with literature, art, sculpture or the built environment.  

 

Ingold and Sennett’s arguments seem to prepare the way for the idea that the highest aspiration 

of the architect is that they leave their work with scope for endless recompletion, like the 

medieval cathedrals, reconfigured and refashioned to suite the changing needs of succeeding 

generations, both as individuals and collectively.  

 

Some contemporary architectural projects are so vast that individual engagement by the user is 

not only seemingly irrelevant, but totally controlled and prescriptive. Hartoonian and Foster 

examine how striking architectural form may rupture the everyday through ‘spectacle’. Both cite 

Frank Gehry and Rem Koolhaas as examples, but though the initial wow factor does provide an 

architectural buzz, ongoing individual interaction and interpretation is in fact often extremely 

limited. These influential architectural projects are sometimes far from Sennett’s “open design”, 

but closed systems with a veneer of chaos.  

 

 Nevertheless the symbiosis between the built environment and architecture continues to 

develop, there are countless architects trying, and succeeding, to create engaging architecture. I 

intend to follow up this thesis by examining similar examples to the cases studies on a much 

larger scale, with a view to identifying how they manage to stimulate both the individual and the 

collective audience. The case studies are examples of wonderful mechanisms that unlock specific 

moments and open people up to shared experiences and relationships through the suspension of 

disbelief, the active participation of the imagination, and by the disruption of the everyday. 
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Architecture can create a magic circle where ghosts exist, reality and illusion blur, time and place 

are distorted, lamp posts become playful and railings invite you in.  

  

 Contemporary largescale architectural projects in London have enormous influence over the 

way in which we inhabit and experience our cities. Those who wield this power have 

responsibility not just for the creation of these places but for those who use them, the 

inhabitants of the entire city and the consequent relationships between individuals and 

communities. All buildings have a function, but if in even a small way the meaningful 

engagement and joy of the accidental audience can be promoted and enhanced, the knock on 

effect is potentially limitless. 

 

The four examples discussed in this thesis all demonstrate how the audience are key to 

meaningful engagement, as Barthes and Foucault argue. The Panorama and Phantasmagoria used 

the collective audience as part of the spectacle to heighten individual experience. The audience 

added an element of unpredictability and liveliness to an otherwise closed design with powerful 

consequences. Shadowing and Phantom Railings emphasised the possibilities of an object embedded 

within the public realm to act as catalyst to engage the audience with spaces and people they 

would never have interacted with otherwise. In new and exciting ways they broke the routine of 

the everyday and the formal barriers that exist between individuals in any city.  

 

 It is the audience that connects these case studies. The audience makes them unique, collective 

and complete. The creation of an environment involves the creation of rules; how we move, 

hear, sense, see, and interact with others. The question this thesis seeks to answer is what is the 

nature of these rules, their rigidity and flexibility, and the outcomes they create? Do they 

prescribe the action, meaning and experience? Or do they open up the city to meaningful 

personal interpretation and imagination? 

 

I would argue that it is its capacity to serve a function, enrich an environment, and enhance our 

experiences, both individually and collectively, that makes architecture so uniquely powerful.  

 

 

------------- 
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